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RESOURCE: Because I Love You CHRISTIAN LEGACY ORGANIZER
INTERVIEW TOPIC: Most adults are not prepared for the loss of a loved one. What vital information
must adult children and spouses gather from their loved ones before they pass away?
AUDIENCE: Baby-boomers with aging parents and women (especially) and men in their 40s-80s.
BACKGROUND: As a former pastor Brian conducted many funerals and he discovered that most
spouses and families do not get needed information from a loved one before they pass away. He has
taught this material to thousands of people in seminars and tens of thousands of copies of this
Organizer have been given out to donors by ministries and/or the organizer can be sold through an
online store. Much of this material was also used when his aging parents passed away and when his
wife died after an 8 year cancer journey. SAMPLE TV INTERVIEW: CBS News Interview.
RESOURCE: Experience God as Your Provider: Finding Financial Stability in Unstable Times
INTERVIEW TOPIC: Many of your listeners are struggling financially. This book/topic goes beyond the
normal have-a-budget-and-get-out-of-debt message. Brian helps people understand how God is their
true Provider, how God is BIGGER than the economy, and what Biblical principles should guide their
daily lives. AUDIENCE: All adults. BACKGROUND: Brian has been teaching Biblical financial principles
through churches, seminars, conferences, small groups, and events across America and in many
countries around the world. Brian felt a book was needed to help people everywhere understand how
to trust God with every aspect of their lives and finances, regardless of the economy. On a personal
level, Brian is living out this message since he is only promised $1-per-year as a salary from his former
church! INTERVIEW IDEAS: Sample questions & bookmark
RESOURCE: Friends with Boundaries & Blessings (NOT Benefits): 10 Phases of Healthy ChristCentered Male and Female Relationships (Downloadable Handout)
INTERVIEW TOPIC: Christ-centered relationship tips and guidelines for single and single-again adults
(widowed or divorced). AUDIENCE: Single and single-again adults and their family/friends.
BACKGROUND: This core teaching is from a large Tuesday night citywide ministry to single and singleagain ministry (200-300 per week coming from many different churches) that Brian help start in Denver
after his wife passed away after an 8 year cancer journey. Brian and his new wife, Mary Ellen (who also
was widowed), followed this teaching in their dating and courtship journey.
RADIO INTERVIEW: “Dating Again” with Gary Chapman & Chris Fabry VIDEOS & HANDOUTS - Preview
RESOURCE: 40 Day Journey to a More Generous Life Bible devotional (550,000 copies in print)
INTERVIEW TOPIC: Answers to commonly asked questions about Generosity, Giving, and Tithing.
BACKGROUND: In partnership with ECFA and the Maclellan Foundation, Brian produced online videos
providing practical and biblical answers to 29 commonly asked questions about generosity, giving, and
tithing. These videos are for the FREE use of ECFA members, churches, and ministries.
This devotional was rejected by 7 publishers, but over 3000 churches have used this devotional inspire
generosity and increase giving (oftentimes by double digits OR even triple digits). Q&A VIDEOS
RESOURCE: 7 Keys to Living Open-Handed in a Tight-Fisted World Bible devotional
INTERVIEW TOPIC: Brian helps everyone understand the 7 key milestones (handout) that will help
them grow in their generosity journey so they can experience more joy and freedom in their giving.
Brian has many stories and testimonies about how God used this to change people’s living and giving.
AUDIENCE: All adults. Especially helpful for a year-end giving focus or Sharathon.
VIDEO & DEVOTIONAL: www.GenerosityPledge.org

